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1. Introduction

The intent of this paper is to outline the Vygotskian approach to concept formation and to argue that this approach can be useful in physics education research. Vygotsky’s work is largely missing from the literature in physics education, especially in the United States. As we increasingly consider contextual dependence of students’ problem solutions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. Vygotsky’s theoretical approach becomes increasingly relevant. Also, Vygotsky’s approach can help interested researchers move beyond explanations of what is going on inside the head of the individual and into the domain of the processes of learning that take place in the broader social and cultural milieu.

Theoretical perspectives widely used in science education typically fall under the larger umbrellas of either cognitive theory or socio-cultural theory. I define cognitive theory as consisting of theoretical perspectives that seek to describe what is happening in the head of the individual. Examples of such theoretical perspectives include schema theory, neural networks and information processing perspectives [6] [7] [8]. Cognitive perspectives typically involve activations, connections and reorganizations of conceptual elements within the head of the individual. Cognitive theory is often used to support macroscopic views of learning such as classical conceptual change [9]. Consistent with the work of Piaget, these perspectives typically involve the individual’s interactions with the world. However, the world is typically considered passive and the brain of the individual is considered the active agent in the structure and function of cognition. Cognitive theories often differ in their emphasis on the role of the external world in influencing the internal mental processes [10] [11].

Socio-cultural theory places a greater active agency on the external world. These perspectives take into account how socialization and culture impact the structure and function of the thinking of the individual. Like cognitive theory, there is a spectrum of socio-cultural perspectives in terms of their attributions to external interactions and processes internal to the individual. Some deemphasize the role of internal mental processes while others take cognitive processing into account [12] [13] [14].

The theoretical perspectives of Piaget and Vygotsky may be thought of as representative of cognitive and socio-cultural theoretical perspectives, respectively [15]. Both theoretical perspectives are widely used in research in the constructivist tradition. It has been argued that both Piagetian and Vygotskian theory are limited in their emphasis on the “limits, rather than the strengths, of intuitive knowledge (naïve conceptions, prior knowledge etc.)” [16, p. 254]. I argue that this is not the case for Vygotsky. In fact, Vygotsky saw intuitive knowledge as that which
mediates the development of schooled knowledge. This is one of the places where Vygotsky and Piaget differed in their theoretical approach. Vygotsky’s theory of concept formation accounts for the development of intuitive knowledge and canonical knowledge as separate processes that interact and mediate one another. Piaget accounted only for the development of intuitive knowledge through the process of disequilibration, assimilation and accommodation. For Piaget, intuitive knowledge is abstracted into, or is replaced by, canonical knowledge. For Vygotsky, the intuitive knowledge and canonical knowledge are separate entities and each is critical for the development of the other. Vygotsky’s theoretical approach is developed in detail in the following section. The distinction between knowledge of content and knowledge about content is not clear in the Piagetian approach. The norms and practices of the community that produced the knowledge are rarely considered. Vygotsky’s approach, on the other hand, sees higher mental functioning as social in nature.

In their revision to the classical conceptual change model [17], Strike and Posner define the term concept in the following way:

Concepts are also seen not only as objects of thought but as the tools of thought. Scientific method is not specified solely by formal logic. Instead, the approach to the investigation of scientific phenomena is generated by paradigms. They determine what questions are appropriate to ask and what is to count as evidence” ([17] p. 153).

Posner et al.’s [9] conceptual change model was built not only on the foundations of Piagetian theory, but also on the foundations of the history and philosophy of science, especially on Thomas Kuhn’s 1962 [18] account of how knowledge is developed within a scientific community. Kuhn’s work is partially based on the socio-cultural approach of Ludwig Fleck [19]. The critical error of the classical conceptual change model is Strike and Posner’s de-emphasis of “those aspects of the sociology of scientific communities that have figured in the philosophical theories of conceptual change” ([17] p. 152). This de-emphasis is evident in the following statement:

Novice learners have not been initiated into a scientific community with its current conceptions and commitments. Nor do the politics or social behavior of such communities figure in learning. Notwithstanding, novice learners do not approach learning as blank slates. They approach new ideas with prior conceptions that govern their interactions with them ([17] p. 152).

They have chosen to focus only on the students’ interactions with evidence and not with the students’ interactions with the broader social and cultural features of science. These norms and practices provide motivation and criteria for determining, for example, the explanatory power of a conceptual model. They state, “Our theory of conceptual change is first and foremost an attempt to describe the kinds of evidence that are relevant to generating a major conceptual revision” (p. 155). The preceding statement implies that only observational evidence is necessary for bringing about conceptual change in students.

Many researchers in science education have attempted to construct models of cognition and learning that include more than observational evidence as factors that influence learning. Multi-perspective frameworks have been developed to understand, describe, and communicate the social and individual aspects of the learning process [20] [21] [22]. These multi-perspective
frameworks include individual aspects of learning such as conceptual change, metacognition, and epistemology as well as social aspects of learning such as interactions of students with each other and with tools. Niedderer [23] brought together several perspectives such as schema theory, phenomenological primitives, reasoning primitives and other “cognitive tools” in his model of the student’s “cognitive system” that interacts with the learning environment. Within the cognitive system are current constructions such as observations, descriptions, expectations, explanations and meanings as well as their frames of thinking, preconceptions, interests, goals and elements of language. For Niedderer, all of these things exist within the individual, who is then acted upon by features of the learning environment. Exactly how the “cognitive system” is re-structured and acted upon by the external environment is not clear. Other multi-dimensional frameworks [20] [22] provide an account of how external and internal factors influence learning but they have yet to incorporate them into a comprehensive theory of conceptual change. Furthermore, most multi-dimensional frameworks fail to account for how the conceptual development of the individual(s) fundamentally re-structures the external social and material learning environment.

diSessa and Sherin [24] have also taken multiple factors of learning into account in their theory of coordination class, which defines knowledge in terms of a complex system. This system is made up of strategies for “seeing” relevant information in the world as well as causal nets of intuitive and canonical inferences that both impact and are impacted by the strategies for observing the world. As the coordination class evolves, students become consciously aware of certain knowledge associated with the norms and practices of the scientific community (such as integration and invariance criteria). Coordination class theory is quite useful for analyzing classroom data (a coordination class analysis of the data presented in this paper is reported elsewhere). However, because of its generality, an analysis of this sort makes it difficult to distinguish the causes of a student’s modifications of a coordination class. And, like other multi-perspective frameworks it provides little account of how the conceptual development of the individual re-structures the social and material learning environment. If one argues that student knowledge is “context” dependent, it becomes increasingly important to utilize a theory of cognition that can not only account for what is happening in the head of the individual but also for what is happening outside the head of the individual.

Although the learning environment is not the subject of this paper, a theory of cognition should be consistent with, and embedded within, a theory that can explain learning in the broader classroom context. This is the subject of the companion paper, Cognitive processes and the learning of physics: Mediated Action (this volume).

The field of educational research in general does not necessarily seek coalescence to one theoretical superstructure [25]. This may or may not be the sentiment of the physics education research community [26]. Nevertheless, I propose the Vygotskian perspective of concept formation and mediation for the analysis of the individual student’s learning and her interactions within the larger social and cultural system. In the remainder of this paper, the Vygotskian perspective of concept formation is described and then applied to classroom and interview data.

2. Socio-Cultural Theory

The Vygotskian Approach to Concept Formation
Much of the educational literature based on contemporary socio-cultural theory is grounded in the work of Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky [15] [27] [28] [29]. Vygotsky [30]
differentiated between elementary mental functioning and higher mental functioning and he viewed higher mental functioning as social in nature. Vygotskian scholar James Wertsch [31] described three general, interrelated themes in Vygotsky’s theoretical approach: (1) reliance on a genetic or developmental method, (2) the claim that higher mental processes in the individual have their origins in social processes, and (3) the claim that mental processes can be understood only if we understand the tools and signs that mediate them.

Vygotsky’s genetic approach holds that a single set of explanatory principles cannot be applied to explain mental processes as a human being transitions from one age to another. He argued that as humans grow there is a change in the type of development that takes place. For very young children, development can be explained largely in terms of biological principles, but as children grow, the central forces that shape cognitive development are governed by social and cultural principles.

According to Vygotsky [30] there are three phases in concept formation: conglomerates, complexes and concepts. The first phase consists of conglomerates that develop within a child’s mind.

At that state, word meaning denotes nothing more to the child than a vague syncretic conglomeration of individual objects that have somehow or other coalesced into an image in his mind. Because of its syncretic origin, that image is highly unstable ([30] p. 110).

In the preceding statement, the term “syncretic” is used to define the trait of the child’s thought that characterizes the merging of diverse elements into the unarticulated image in the child’s mind that operates under the chance that it is useful. The second phase of concept formation involves the organization of complexes which are collections of representations of objects that are, in actuality, related to one another. These complexes however, are factual and concrete, based on experience and are not logical nor are they abstracted from experience. Complexes may be grouped together according to shape, size, color, function etc. The third phase of concept formation is the development of the higher-order concept. The concept differs from the complex in that it entails abstracting and singling out elements apart from the totality of concrete experience. For Vygotsky there is a difference between the inner speech directed at oneself and the inner speech that is being prepared for communication with others. The difference between experience-based complexes and abstracted concepts resides in framing the abstracted concept in a formalized, culturally agreed-upon way.

Vygotsky differentiated between spontaneous concepts and scientific concepts. A difference between a spontaneous concept (intuitive knowledge or complexes) and a scientific (academic or canonical) concept is in the level of conscious comprehension of the substance of the concept. Verbal definitions and abstractions are associated with scientific concepts whereas no such verbal definitions or abstractions are associated with spontaneous concepts. Vygotsky showed that students were more confused when asked to define the spontaneous concept of “brother” than when asked to define the scientific concept of Archimedes’ Law. The concept of brother was developed through experience and has not been subject to definition through language. Archimedes’ Law on the other hand, was introduced and developed through language. According to Vygotsky, the full set of spontaneous concepts is not developed prior to the beginning of the development of related scientific concepts. Instead, they often develop simultaneously but in different ways; that is, a scientific concept is not necessarily an abstraction

The adolescent will form and use a concept quite correctly in a concrete situation, but will find it strangely difficult to express that concept in words, and the verbal definition will, in most cases, be much narrower than might have been expected from the way he used the concept. The same discrepancy occurs also in adult thinking, even at very advanced levels. This confirms the assumption that concepts evolve in ways differing from deliberate conscious elaboration of experience in logical terms. *Analysis of reality with the help of concepts precedes analysis of the concepts themselves* (emphasis added; [30] p. 141).

The final statement in the excerpt above proposes that the child (or learner) practices using scientific concepts (e.g. in speech, in problem solving) before he has developed them as a coherent abstraction from experience. This view of the development of spontaneous concepts versus scientific concepts may be useful in understanding physics students’ naïve conceptions and the “resistance to change” phenomenon that has reoccurred in the physics education research literature [32] [33]. It may be useful to think of the student’s naïve “conception” as a spontaneous concept grounded in experience and the canonical concept as the scientific conception which entails both abstraction and an articulated shared-language. This perspective provides an explanation of why students can express canonical concepts but not believe them and why students have such a difficult time applying their new physics knowledge to real-world situations.

A case in point is Newton’s Third Law. In the physics classroom, students are often shown demonstrations and computer generated graphical representations of collisions. Carts of different masses are used and students see that even when one cart is pushed and the other is stationary, the graphical representations on the computer screen shows that the magnitude of the force acting on each cart is identical and the directions of the forces are opposite in all cases. Students are then able to say that this must mean that the two carts are exerting an equal and opposite force on each other. If, immediately following this analysis, the teacher asks the isomorphic question of whether a small car or a large truck in a collision will exert a greater force on the other, students often respond that the large truck exerts a greater force on the car. According to a Vygotskian perspective, in the former situation, the student was utilizing a scientific concept, one generated through the practices and tools used within the scientific community (such as graphical representations and controlled observations). In the latter situation, the student was using a spontaneous concept drawn from experience which may not have the same root as the scientific concept; they are different concepts. The scientific concept is developed as a shared structure by definition and the spontaneous concept exists in the private, experiential, unarticulated world of the individual. According to this perspective, spontaneous concepts and scientific concepts are two different things developing simultaneously and mediating the development of the other. This is quite different from a resource perspective, where different elementary abstractions from experience (or combinations thereof) are applied in different situations. Instead, this perspective argues that the student is utilizing terminology associated with a scientific concept that she does not yet understand.

The Vygotskian theoretical approach holds that spontaneous concepts develop “upward” (bottom-up) while scientific concepts develop “downward” (top-down), each assisting in the
development of the other. Top-down development implies that the language and abstract idea is articulated first and the meaning of this idea is developed later. Bottom-up development implies that the experience-based meaning of the idea is developed first and is defined, organized, and abstracted later. Conceptual understanding occurs when these two concepts meet in their development.

It was of great interest to Vygotsky to determine how scientific concepts develop through schooling. He concluded that when a child learns a formal concept, the development of that operation or concept has only begun. That is, school instruction and conceptual development do not coincide. Instruction precedes development. Viewing conceptual understanding as a dynamic process, Vygotsky concluded that an adequate measurement of a child’s conceptual level was in what the child could do with assistance, not in what the child already knew. He refers to the distance between what the child is able to articulate at a given time and what the child can articulate with the assistance of a more knowledgeable other as the zone of proximal development. The utility of the notion of the zone of proximal development is that the zone of proximal development is the space or time in which the expert can help the student bring her spontaneous concepts into coordination with scientific concepts.

An example of how the teacher can play a role in helping learners develop scientific concepts on the basis of their awareness of spontaneous concepts can be found in the work of [33] [34] [35] where “bridging analogies” were used to help students create incremental links between the knowledge they had developed through experience and the canonical knowledge of the discipline (scientific concepts). In fact, many of the research-based instructional approaches that have been developed within the past 20 years in physics education [36] [37] [38] [39]) are consistent with Vygotskian theory.

The research presented in this paper is a case study of a single student, Heidie, interacting with a member of her group of three students, with the whole class, and with Constructing Physics Understanding (CPU) pedagogy, activity documents, laboratory apparatus and simulator software. Over a five week period, Heidie constructed an understanding of the charge transfer model of charging an insulator by rubbing. Her understanding was evidenced by her ability to use this model in further investigations involving charging conductors by induction. Vygotsky’s theoretical approach is used to analyze the data and other approaches are used wherever relevant. The data set is presented in a story-like fashion because this is story of Heidie’s conceptual development. Segments of transcripts from classroom discussions and interviews are provided as evidence to support claims. The letter “I” is used to represent the interviewer’s comments and “H” is used to represent Heidie’s comments. In all transcript segments an ellipsis is used to mark segments that have been omitted due to space constraints. A time-stamp is also included in transcripts from videotaped small group discussions.

3. Research Method and Data Sources

Classroom Setting and Data Sources

This study took place in a collaborative, guided-inquiry physics course for prospective elementary teachers at a state university. The course structure was based on the CPU pedagogy, activity documents, and simulator software [39]. The research described here took place during the static electricity unit which required eleven 140-minute class periods to complete. The static electricity unit consisted of three cycles: Cycle I-Familiarity and Experience with Electrostatic
Phenomena (attraction, repulsion, and distance effects), Cycle II-Building an Initial Model for Static Electricity (charging insulators by rubbing and charging conductors by contact), and Cycle III-Building a More Sophisticated Model for Static Electricity (charge polarization and induction effects in conductors).

There was no textbook used for the course; students were expected to construct their own ideas through the process of consensus, drawing on the ideas that were generated in small group discussions and experimentation. The instructor, Mr. P, had 10 years of experience teaching in a traditional, lecture-style classroom but had never taught in a small, inquiry-based classroom. The main role of a CPU teacher is to guide whole class discussions and to make sure the groups make appropriate observations. Mr. P provided very little direct information involving the content of physics during the experimentation phase of each cycle. However, he provided more information during whole class consensus discussions which took place at the end of each cycle. The purpose of consensus discussions was for each group to present their final explanations or conclusions to the class, and for the class to come to a consensus on the explanations or conclusions that best fit experimental data. Students were familiar with the CPU format when they began the electrostatics unit because they had just completed a short CPU unit on light.

Thirty students were enrolled in the course, mostly juniors and seniors with little or no prior formal instruction in current electricity or static electricity. Two groups of three students were video taped as they worked in small groups and the entire class was videotaped during whole class discussions. The six students who participated in the study were interviewed independently once or twice a week outside of class. Approximately 100 hours of video and audio-taped data were transcribed, time-stamped, and analyzed. Students’ written work such as homework, daily journals, tests, and diagrams constructed during interviews also served as data sources. Two interrelated analyses were performed: one focusing on the evolution and development of the six students’ conceptual models (this paper) and one focusing on the evolution and development of the two groups’ scientific behavior and the reciprocal development of the classroom social and material environment (Cognitive processes and the learning of physics: Mediated Action, this volume).

Method

I inferred conceptual models for students at different points of time throughout the five-week unit on static electricity. All data sources were triangulated for inferences involving individual students’ conceptual models. The models that were identified for each student were my own constructs, inferred from several sources of data. By checking with students about my inferences and through homework assignments that specifically asked them to “express their models” of charging two insulators by rubbing, I have confidence that my inferences accurately represented students’ explanations of charging two insulators by rubbing them together. A model was inferred for a student only if he or she used it consistently such that it appeared in several different data sources or was used to explain several isomorphic real or hypothetical situations during interviews. I define the term model as a frequently used explanation for how two different insulators are affected when they are rubbed together. More generally, a model is a collection of spontaneous and/or scientific concepts. There are two types of concepts considered in this study: spontaneous concepts and scientific concepts. Spontaneous concepts are inferred from students’ articulations and pictures, and they are explanatory features of a model. Scientific concepts are explanatory chunks of information contained in the canonical knowledge of physics. Not included in these definitions are strategies for distinguishing a good model from a bad model,
knowledge of what counts as evidence, criteria for evaluating a good explanation and other characteristics of scientific rationality. These norms and practices of science are included in the analysis and interact with conceptual development; however they are considered separately for the purpose of elucidating their function in the development of scientific understanding.

4. Research Results and Analysis

Models for Charging Insulators By Rubbing

Twelve models for charging insulators by rubbing were inferred from the data of all six students who participated in the study. Only those models used by the Heidie are elaborated in this paper the full set of models is described elsewhere [40]. The one-way transfer model was one of the primary objectives of instruction. In this model, there are an equal number of positive and negative charges in each insulator before rubbing. During rubbing, one type of charge is transferred from the surface of one insulator to the surface of the other. This leaves the surface of one insulator with a deficit of negative charges, or an excess of positive charges (it is positively charged) and the surface of the other insulator with an excess of negative charges (it is negatively charged). In the student generated two-way transfer model there are an equal number of positive and negative charges in each insulator before rubbing. During rubbing, positive charges from the surface of insulator B are transferred to the surface of insulator A; negative charges from insulator A are transferred to insulator B. After rubbing, the surface of insulator A has an excess of positive charges, or a net positive charge, and the surface of insulator B has an excess of negative charges, or a net negative charge. Experiments that could support the one-way transfer model over the two-way transfer model were beyond the scope of this course and therefore were not included as a part of the laboratory or computer activities. This leads to the question of how students constructed an understanding and belief that a one-way transfer model was better than a two-way transfer model without evidence, a textbook, or a teacher that would tell them the answer. This is the subject of the remainder of this paper.

Students’ Model Profiles

To understand the process of learning by individuals, I tracked the evolution of student models throughout the static electricity unit. I defined learning as transitions between models and looked for explanations for why these transitions occurred. The evolutions of each student’s models throughout the unit are summarized in fig. 1. The graph in fig. 1 represents the three students, Mark, Jenny, and Heidie (MJH) in one group that was studied. The date and the activities that took place on that date are plotted along the x-axis. All of the models inferred from the study are hierarchically organized along the y-axis. The hierarchical organization was based on two things: (1) for each student, the models are organized chronologically on the basis of the dates at which they appeared in the data, (2) models for all students are represented hierarchically on the basis of explanatory power, for example the transfer models are higher on the y-axis and models that show only end-state conditions are the lowest. It is not the case that each student progressed through each of the models shown on the y-axis. There are some models, for example, the charge rearrangement model, that were used by only one student in the study. There are many differences between the students’ model evolutions and different events turned out to be critical for each student’s transitions. Heidie’s case is presented and analyzed below.
Heidie’s Model Evolution (MJH Group)

Heidie’s model evolution profile is shown by the triangular symbols in fig. 1. This model profile illustrates that Heidie made five major transitions. The analysis presented here focuses mostly on the three final transitions because they illustrate her struggle to make meaning of scientific concepts. A timeline of activities and the dates on which they took place is provided for reference in table I.

Table I. Timeline of activity (row 1) and the days they took place (row 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cycle I</td>
<td>I-E</td>
<td>I-D1</td>
<td>I-D2</td>
<td>I-C</td>
<td>II-E</td>
<td>II-D2</td>
<td>II-D1</td>
<td>II-D3</td>
<td>II-D5</td>
<td>II-C</td>
<td>III-E</td>
<td>III-D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle II</td>
<td>I-D3</td>
<td>I-A1</td>
<td>II-E</td>
<td>II-D1</td>
<td>II-D2</td>
<td>II-D4</td>
<td>II-D3</td>
<td>III-D1</td>
<td>III-D2</td>
<td>III-D1</td>
<td>III-D1</td>
<td>III-D3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle III</td>
<td>II-D1</td>
<td>II-D3</td>
<td>II-D5</td>
<td>II-C</td>
<td>III-E</td>
<td>III-D1</td>
<td>III-D1 (p. 1)</td>
<td>III-D1 (p. 2)</td>
<td>III-D2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The course materials were designed so that there was an elicitation discussion at the beginning of each cycle. The purpose of the elicitation discussion was for students to articulate their initial ideas about the phenomenon to be studied during that cycle. Activities are labeled according to the cycle in which they took place (e.g. I represents cycle I) and whether they were elicitation activities, development activities (experimentation), application activities or consensus discussions (e.g. II-D2 is the second development activity in cycle II, I-E is the elicitation activity for cycle I). In activity I-E students were asked to explain what they thought caused clothes to stick together when they are removed from the clothes dryer (the phenomenon known as static cling). Activity II-E asked students to draw an initial model for charging insulators by rubbing them together. Activity III-E presented a complicated demonstration involving charge polarization and students were asked to construct an initial explanation of the physical processes that led to the result.

Introduction to Heidie’s Atmosphere Model
The atmosphere model was used consistently by Heidie for two weeks (from 12-Oct. to 26-Oct.). Heidie first mentioned the idea of involving charges going off into the atmosphere during rubbing during activity II-E, a whole class elicitation discussion that took place on 12-Oct., the first day of Cycle II. In an interview on 12-Oct., Heidie said that she was considering the idea of charges going out into the atmosphere during rubbing, leaving one object entirely negatively charged and the other entirely positively charged. She said that this made sense to her because it explained why objects were attracted to each other after rubbing; they were seeking what they had lost. Heidie described her atmosphere model to the interviewer. She said that different materials were predestined to retain (and therefore give off) either positives or negatives. This is expressed in the transcript below.

I: We’re looking at the picture on Activity II-E and I’m just wondering how you’re thinking about it now…
H: I’m a little confused kind of, on kind of what we’re doing so I’m kind of clinging to that model because it’s the only thing that I really feel like I can kind of explain and I don’t get too flubbed up and it kind of covers all the bases but, you know, maybe 8 out of 10 times it does.
I: Okay.
H: So I just kind of, I still think that you have to rub and you have to create the friction and the heat to get any kind of a reaction whether it’s an attraction or a repulsion and um, and I, I really am, I’m really buying into the, the, the reason they’re attracting is that they’re looking for something that they’re missing, that one article (object) is missing something and the other article is missing what the other one has so that’s why they’re sticking or that when they’re repulsing they have too much, like they have the same thing, they don’t need anything from the other object that you’re trying to put it together with and that’s why, that just kind of seems to make sense to me…
I: What are they like before being rubbed? Where do the charges come from?
H: But so, I don’t know if they have, if they actually have, I mean it would make sense that they probably both have, I don’t know maybe an equal amount meaning that they’re just not moving.
I: Equal amount of what?
H: Of like positives and negative charges…Before rubbing and then maybe the rubbing, if the material is you know to be like a positive and the rubbing is giving off the negatives and that’s why they’re attracting because it originally had enough of what it needed to be stable, maybe, and then with the introduction of the friction and the heat, it gave off something that it was needing that it was okay with before and that’s why it attracts to something else because it was trying to get what it lost, I guess.

Heidie’s explanation (model) in the excerpt above has four conceptual elements outlined in table II. In interviews, homework, and small group discussions, Heidie consistently used this atmosphere model exclusively. Her representations were basically the same throughout the time period between 12-Oct. and 26-Oct.. She depicted rubbed objects as having retained either positive or negative charge. The charge given off to the atmosphere was represented by plus or minus symbols in the space surrounding the object as shown in fig. 2. The picture in fig. 2 appeared in a homework turned in on 14-Oct. and a very similar picture appeared in homework turned in on 21-Oct..
Figure 2. Heidie’s atmosphere model. Charges were given off to the atmosphere from foam and acrylic when they were rubbed together. No charge has been given off from the unrubbed straw.

Figure 2 depicts a foam plate that has been rubbed with acrylic (acrylic-rubbed foam), an acrylic sheet that has been rubbed with foam (foam-rubbed acrylic), and an unrubbed plastic straw. According to the model, the acrylic-rubbed foam was predestined to retain positive charges, so its negative charges have been given off to the atmosphere. The foam-rubbed acrylic was predestined to retain its negatives, so its positive charges have been given off to the atmosphere. The unrubbed or neutral plastic straw has not lost any charges, so there is a balance of positive and negative charges. Notice also that the charged objects in fig. 2 contain only one type of charge within them, the objects have given off *all* of the opposite type of charge. This feature will cause some difficulty for Heidie when she seeks to understand the concept of charging by charge transfer which requires a conception of imbalance or excess of charge within one object.

**Analysis**

The concepts that were present in Heidie’s initial model are mapped to the associated scientific concepts that make up the one-way transfer model in table II. Spontaneous concepts that were inferred for Heidie are given in column 2 and the associated scientific concept is given in column 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements of the model</th>
<th>Heidie’s Spontaneous Concepts</th>
<th>Scientific Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Definition of Neutral</td>
<td>A neutral object has an equal distribution of positive and negative charges.</td>
<td>A neutral object has an equal distribution of positive and negative charges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Definition of the Charged Condition</td>
<td>A charged object contains only positive or only negative charges. Implication: the object is charged on all surfaces.</td>
<td>A charged object contains an excess of either positive or negative charge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Process by which objects become charged</td>
<td>Friction: releases all of one type of charge to the atmosphere for each material.</td>
<td>Friction: transfer of negative charges from one object to the other. Implication: the object is only charged on the rubbed surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Why one object gets charged negative</td>
<td>The material is predestined to give off a certain type of charge</td>
<td>The molecular structure of the material in relation to the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and the other positive and retain the other. molecular structure of the other material.

A model including scientific concepts 1, 2, and 3 in table II was the learning objective for Cycle II and concept 4 was not written into the unit. The curriculum at this time did not anticipate that this question would become critical to the conceptual development of the students. The expert might reason that, at minimum, the concept of transfer as the process of charging (#3) and the concept of excess as a definition for charged conditions (#2) must develop together (one implies the other) but this is not clear to Heidie. At this time, Heidie has not consciously distinguished between the charging process and charged conditions. Somehow, Heidie must get from her current spontaneous concepts to the scientific concepts represented in column 3 and a cognitive theory should be able to predict how this will happen.

According to Piagetian theories this will happen through the process of disequilibration and dissatisfaction with her existing concepts in the face of conflicting evidence. According to the Piagetian perspective, we should be able to observe instances of contradiction between Heidie’s concepts and her observations. This should lead to dissatisfaction with these concepts, and we should be able to observe this. We should observe the ultimate displacement of these concepts by concepts that help Heidie resolve the contradiction.

A Vygotskian theoretical perspective would predict that Heidie’s spontaneous concepts will mediate the development of scientific concepts and vice versa. We should be able to observe Heidie’s use of scientific concepts even before she understands them. They will not be abstractions from her spontaneous concepts. Ultimately, we should observe a point in time where Heidie’s spontaneous concepts meet the scientific concepts. We should also observe the appropriation of certain criteria for selecting one concept over another. In the following sections, I use classroom, homework and interview data to illustrate that both displacement and mediation occurred. There is displacement of the atmosphere model but this happens through the process of mediation and social motivation.

Introduction of the Scientific Concepts

In the two weeks following the elicitation discussion described above, students experimented with acrylic, foam, wool cloths, plastic straws and the computer simulator and answered questions about their observations and their “models” (a term introduced in the written documents) for charging insulators by rubbing. At the end of the experimentation phase, a whole class consensus discussion was held (on 26-Oct.). Each small group was to represent their model for charging two insulators by rubbing on a 1m by ¾ m dry-erase board (whiteboard) and present it to the class. The course materials anticipated that the group would have come to a consensus by now, but it is evident in the models inferred by each student in fig. 1 that this was not the case.

While the MJH group was constructing their whiteboard representation, group member Mark proudly presented his one-way transfer model to his group. According to Mark’s model, both objects lost electrons (a term he introduced) to the space between the objects during rubbing. When the objects were pulled apart after rubbing, one object grabbed all of the electrons that had been lost to the space between. He reasoned that this resulted in one object

---

2 Mark’s development of the one-way transfer model is also interesting and is discussed elsewhere [40]. The focus here is on how Heidie developed the scientific concepts associated with one-way transfer of charge.
being positively charged because it now has a lack of negative charges and the other being negatively charged because it now has extra negative charges. A small part of this discussion is given in the transcript below.

03:40:28  Mark  Look at, look at, when you're rubbing two things, when you're rubbing two things-okay no matter what they are, they're both insulators, let's say. Okay, when you're rubbing um, the rubbing, the more vigorously it rubs the more electrons you're breaking apart and they're free to run around right?

03:58:16  Heidie  In the atmosphere somewhere. (this was not a question)

04:00:01  Mark  No like in between here or something, they're like electrons. And then, when you pull them apart, one of the objects, depending on its make-up, is going to be more likely to attract the negatives on the surface of the object.

04:14:22  Mark  For instance, when you rub, in the homework, when you rub Styrofoam with the straw (he means when you rub the straw with the wool), it made it one charge. But then when you made it with the acrylic, no not acrylic, I mean cellophane, the cellophane took the electrons. I think, I forget which way it went, you had different materials.

04:34:28  Mark  Okay, so, you guys agree with that? Okay, and then to explain the more rubbing, how it's rubbing more: is the more you rub the more electrons are broken off and the stronger the charges can be.

04:50:25  Heidie  So you will never give off a positive charge you will always give off the electrons?

Heidie had a very difficult time understanding both the notion of the transfer of charges and the idea that only electrons (or negative charges) could move. Mark added more details to support the idea that only negative charges could move by introducing the electron orbit model for an atom. He had looked this up in his biology book a few days before. Mark explained that this atomic model supported the idea that only electrons could be knocked off the atom because the farther away they were from the positive center, the weaker the force between the two charges would be (macroscopic distance effects were studied earlier in Cycle I). He reasoned that this was why only negative charges could move during rubbing and therefore only the negatives could transfer from one material to another. At this point Heidie expressed frustration and confusion. She tried to make sense of the idea of one-way transfer by using her atmosphere model. In doing so, she discovered a contradiction with experimental results (during the development phase, students observed that when two objects are charged by rubbing, they attract to each other). She said that the idea of only negative charges moving did not make sense because if only negative charges were given off (for Heidie, this meant to the atmosphere) then both objects would lose negative charges during rubbing, leaving both positively charged so they would repel, not attract. This is evident in the transcript below.

23:39:00  Heidie  But if you rub, then everything would lose a negative charge, do you see what I mean? If I'm rubbing these equally together, this is gonna lose electrons and this is gonna lose electrons so then they're
Heidie was viewing Mark’s explanation through the lens of her own model, the atmosphere model. When Mark talked about “losing” electrons, he was talking about the objects losing electrons to the small space between the objects during rubbing. When Heidie heard the word “lose” she was conceiving of both objects losing negatives to the surrounding area or atmosphere. Her comment above makes sense according to the atmosphere model. She used the conceptual framework that associates rubbing with the loss of charges, in her attempts to understand the new model. For Heidie, transfer meant loss. The new model required that loss meant transfer.

Heidie also evaluated the implications of transfer in terms of her own model. Earlier in the discussion, Mark claimed that charge movement was taking place only on the rubbed surfaces so only the rubbed surfaces became charged (the group came to this conclusion in an earlier experiment where they tested all the surfaces of a thick foam block.) In Heidie’s atmosphere model, charges were given off from all sides of the object. Although she did not refer to the foam block experiment, she did say that the idea that only the rubbed surfaces became charged made sense. She said:

15:57:19 Heidie It makes more sense to lose electrons here then it does to lose them all the way out here, cause nothing's happening on these surfaces here, it's just happening here.

In the excerpt above, Heidie made sense of one of the implications of the one-way transfer model although she did not understand the model itself. Near the end of the discussion, Heidie had concluded that one aspect of Mark’s model made sense. However, according to Heidie’s analysis, the model itself was inconsistent with observations (the rubbed objects should attract one another, but Heidie’s analysis led to the conclusion that they would repel according to Mark’s model). As Mark continued to try to justify his model for why only negative charges moved, Heidie finally gave up, saying, “What? Oh just forget it! I will look this up on the Internet. I have no idea.”

Mark and Jenny then presented a one-way transfer model to the class and Mark described his atomic model. Most other groups presented a two-way transfer model where positive objects from object A are transferred to object B and negative charges from object B are transferred to object A, leaving both charged differently. After all groups presented their whiteboards, the teacher began to describe similarities and differences in the models the groups had presented. The class spent over an hour discussing whether the charging process was one-way (only one type of charge being transferred from one object to the other) or two-way (both objects transfer a different type of charge to the other). The teacher showed subtle support for the one-way transfer model by commenting on its simplicity and that it achieved the same results as the two-way transfer model. At the end of the discussion the teacher typed the following text as the Class Consensus Idea for charging insulators by rubbing into a computer document projected on the wall:

**Charging an insulator by rubbing idea:** Rubbing two insulators together brings about a charge on the surface of each. The charging results from a transfer of charge from one of the objects to the other during rubbing. (We don’t know yet whether the transfer of
charge is one-way or two-way). The excess charge on each object after rubbing are opposite and equal. Different pairs of materials may produce different types of charges. (Plastic straws rubbed with cellophane end up charged oppositely to plastic straws rubbed with wool).

After class, a document with this and other consensus ideas was distributed to the students.

Analysis

The classical conceptual change approach [41] can be used to analyze Heidie’s attempts to understand the one-way transfer model. According to this approach, an alternative model has been made available to Heidie by a peer. In the episode described above, Heidie tried to make sense of the one-way transfer model but it was not intelligible to her at this time. While Heidie did not understand the concept of transfer as it applied to charging insulators, she did express that she thought its implications were believable by stating that it made sense that objects were only charged at the surface. This indicates that the plausibility of the model was increasing even though the model itself was not fully understood. This issue of plausibility becomes increasingly relevant to Heidie’s conceptual change. The one-way transfer model was not fruitful at all because Heidie’s interpretation of it could not even explain the basic observation that two objects that are charged by rubbing them together attract.

From a Vygotskian approach we see that Heidie’s own spontaneous atmosphere model mediated the development of her understanding of the scientific one-way transfer model, and the scientific model mediated Heidie’s conscious comprehension of her own atmosphere model. According to the theory, the learner does not have conscious comprehension of the substance of a spontaneous concept. The bottom-up development of the spontaneous concept is the increased awareness of the concept, its parts, and their implications. Mark mentioned that the objects were only charged on the surface only once in the 30 minute discussion (transcript time 04:00:01 above). In addition to this information, by looking at the picture that Mark drew on the whiteboard, Heidie concluded that the objects were only charged on the surfaces. The picture showed each object with only plus symbols or only minus symbols on the surface that was rubbed. Both plus and minus symbols were drawn on the inside and unrubbed surfaces of both objects. The picture mediated further development of Heidie’s understanding of her own model by acting as tool that allowed her to mentally visualize the implications of the atmosphere model. Although her model was not drawn on the whiteboard, she compared a mental image of her model to the diagram on the whiteboard. She then compared the implications of her model to the implications of Mars model. She realized that her model implied that all surfaces of the objects would be charged. In Mark’s model, only the rubbed surfaces were charged. This made sense to Heidie. In this way, the scientific concept of charge transfer (still not completely formed) together with the representational tool (the whiteboard image of the model) mediated Heidie’s awareness of the surface-charge implications of the atmosphere model. This is the development of a spontaneous concept—the learners’ increased awareness and conscious control of the spontaneous concepts themselves.

Although the idea that only the rubbed surfaces became charged made sense to Heidie, the mechanism by which those surfaces became charged according to this model did not. This is evident in transcript time 23:30:00, when Heidie tried to use the idea that only negative charges moved and ran into a contradiction. In Heidie’s attempt to use the one-way transfer model, she tried out the concept that only the negative charges moved by using her stable understanding of
the atmosphere model to mediate her evaluation of the consequences. She incorporated the idea of only negative charges moving into the spontaneous concept of charges getting lost to the atmosphere. She reasoned that the consequence was that both objects would become positively charged and therefore repel. In this episode, Heidie’s spontaneous concept mediated her attempts to develop the scientific concept.

Beginnings of the formation of the concept of charging by transfer

Heidie did not develop an understanding of the one-way transfer model all at once. Instead, she developed the concepts shown in table II a little at a time. Heidie’s explanations during an interview on 27-Oct., the day following the episode discussed above, did not initially involve the atmosphere model that she had been using consistently in interviews, homework, and class discussions for two weeks. At the beginning of the interview, Heidie was hesitant to commit to the idea of charges being “given off,” using vague statements such as “Well, because if they stayed inside the plastic stirrer then it would still be neutral so something has to change in, I guess maybe the makeup or whatever, the charge of the plastic stirrer, to cause it to, um, not be the same.” When the interviewer asked her what happened during rubbing she said that the charges were either “transferred to the other object that it’s been rubbing against or they’re given off in the atmosphere somehow.” When the interviewer asked her to describe how each of those processes might occur, Heidie said,

I: Okay. So that would explain, so if, let’s, can you draw a picture of either or both of those situations (she has drawn the two pictures in fig. 3)
H: Okay, well I guess maybe their negative charges are given off or they’re transferred.
I: Now, let’s say they’re given off as shown in your picture. And then what happens to the other object like the acrylic according to either or both models.
H: Well I guess it would, I guess maybe one is giving off the negatives and one is giving off the positives. See I don’t know, because they were talking about one-way, two-way transfer and I’m blown out of the water, I have no idea what’s going on with that. So I mean it’s gotta have some kind of transfer, I guess, or else I guess they wouldn’t be talking about it.

Two of the diagrams she constructed during the interview to explain interactions involving foam and acrylic are shown in fig. 3. Throughout this interview, she tried to use the two-way transfer model for interactions involving foam and acrylic (although she also used the atmosphere model as shown in fig. 3(a)). In the picture in fig. 3(b), Styrofoam is transferring negative charge to acrylic and acrylic is transferring positive charge to the Styrofoam. The picture indicates that Heidie was beginning to use the scientific concept of transfer as the process by which objects become charged but she did not draw any plus or minus symbols inside the objects in fig. 3(b). She tried to use the concept of transfer but she had yet to consciously consider the concept of excess charge.
Piagetian theory would predict that Heidie’s dissatisfaction was derived from either conflicting evidence or from the awareness of two equally plausible, yet contradictory models. Heidie’s decision to use the two-way transfer model was not derived from dissatisfaction with her atmosphere model due to a discrepancy between her model and her observations nor was it derived from an awareness of an equally plausible model. Instead, Heidie’s decision to try out the two-way transfer model was driven by the social content of the course: the whole class was “talking about it,” as stated in the last line of the interview above. This provided motivation for Heidie to try to understand the new model. The fact that Heidie drew no symbols within the object as well as statements such as the one presented below provide evidence to support the claim that Heidie did not fully understand the two-way transfer model. She began to use the two-way transfer model even though she did not fully understand it.

H: Well the transfer model, I mean I guess with the rubbing, when they’re rubbed together, I mean there has to be a negative that this one is picking up. I guess and this one is picking up the positive from this one. So when they’re rubbing, I guess if maybe you can go from the theory that because of the material, or the make-up of the material, something is gonna be more likely to hang on to a positive or more likely to hang on to a negative charge, or seek out that other one. Then the transfer model is going to, I guess maybe, explain the reaction.

Analysis

Heidie is not sure how objects actually get charged through transfer. I inferred that this is due to the fact that the meaning of charged conditions in her atmosphere model required both that (1) the objects are predestined to retain either a positive or negative charge and (2) the charged condition is defined as a total lack of the other type of charge. Heidie may not know that being able to explain the charged condition is necessary and she may not have yet developed an abstract distinction between the process and the product of rubbing. The absence of symbols in her diagrams involving transfer, leads to the inference that Heidie, at this time, had some conscious or unconscious comprehension that the two-way transfer model had different implications for charged conditions than the atmosphere model. In all of her diagrams of the atmosphere model, Heidie drew the charged condition of the object during and after rubbing. On
4-Nov. Heidie actually articulated that she did not know what was happening to the objects during rubbing using the two-way transfer model:

I: Okay. Draw the during picture, cross out that after, where it says after and then draw a during picture. Start with your before picture and show what happens during rubbing.

H: But that’s what I’m confused on, that’s what I don’t understand.

It was not until after she began using the two-way transfer model that Heidie expressed awareness that she did not understand the implications that it had for the charged condition of the object.

Attempts to use the one-way transfer model

During the interview on 27-Oct., Heidie did not attempt to use a two-way transfer model for a situation involving a wool cloth and a plastic straw. Instead, she attempted to use a one-way transfer model, which once again, was mediated by her atmosphere model. As shown in fig. 4, Heidie used a hybrid model when she tried to explain the charging process involved when a plastic straw is rubbed with a wool cloth. Hybrid models of this sort have been noted in the physics education research literature in other content areas [42]. In Heidie’s hybrid model, positive charges are transferred from the wool to the straw during rubbing and the straw gives off negative charges to the atmosphere.

![Figure 4. Atmosphere/transfer hybrid model. Positives are transferred from the wool to the straw and negatives are given off from the straw to the atmosphere.](image)

Figure 4 shows charges only moving one way—both positive and negative charges are moving toward the right. In addition, only one type of charge (positive charge) is transferred from the wool cloth to the plastic straw but negative charges from the plastic straw are given off to the atmosphere. In fig. 4, we see that Heidie has left out the charged condition on the plastic straw once again. Notice also that Heidie has added the words “more charge” above the picture of the neutral wool in fig. 4. It turns out that Heidie did not believe that wool was the same as other objects. She figured that the wool cloth was “special” because it did not get charged during rubbing (which is not a bad inference since wool loses charge easily). In order to explain this, she added a large quantity of both plus and minus charges to the picture of the unrubbed wool. She said that she needed this so that, “in the wool that when it loses some, it doesn’t even make a
dent” in the neutral state of the wool. In an interview that took place two days later, Heidie used the same hybrid model for situations involving wool.

Analysis

Heidie’s hybrid model captures the characteristics of the one-way transfer model that she saw as relevant: (1) charges only move one way, (2) only one type of charge is transferred from one object to the other and (3) only negative charges are given off or lost. These inferences are parts of scientific concepts that Heidie was trying to learn. The first two inferences above are consistent with the one-way transfer model but the third is founded in the spontaneous concepts associated with Heidie’s atmosphere model. This is an excellent example of a time in Heidie’s conceptual development where we can see the scientific concepts developing downward and the spontaneous concepts developing upward. Heidie has developed some scientific terminology in her discussions with Mark and in whole class discussions. She has interpreted these terms through the lens of the atmosphere model, as was discussed earlier. Heidie’s spontaneous concept of the charged condition (see table II) has also developed more fully, through her awareness of its implications. I argued earlier that this awareness was mediated by the transfer model Mark presented and the image that appeared on the whiteboard. She began to gain conscious control of the surface-charge implications of her own model as a result of trying to understand the scientific concept of transfer. The scientific transfer model mediated Heidie’s conscious awareness and evaluation of her own model. The spontaneous concept was growing upward from simple meaning to an awareness of that meaning.

In the case of the hybrid model, we see the spontaneous concept mediating the development of the scientific concept where the scientific concept was growing downward from abstracted terminology to meaning. From the hybrid model we can see that Heidie tried to make sense of the three features of the one-way transfer model that she saw as relevant. The terms “transfer” and “one-way” were given meaning by embedding them within the atmosphere model which already had meaning for Heidie. When the development of meaning of the scientific terms is analyzed vis a vis the development of abstract analyses of Heidie’s own model, the conclusion may be drawn that scientific concepts and spontaneous concepts are growing toward one another and are growing together.

Notice that Heidie was able to deal with the charged condition of the wool during the transfer process (she had been unable to do this when she tried using two-way transfer). According to Heidie, the wool did not get charged. Therefore, by loading up the wool with “more charge,” losing just a few would not, according to Heidie, affect the final charged condition of the wool. Here she was consciously considering the charged condition of the wool. In all other cases, fig. 3(b) and the plastic straw in the “during” picture in fig. 4 (and several others constructed during the interview), Heidie did not deal with the implications of transfer on the charged condition. She only did so for wool where she needed a way to keep the object neutral before, during and after rubbing. Acrylic, foam, cellophane and plastic were different according to Heidie because she could feel both (non-wool) objects getting hot when they were rubbed together, therefore they were both affected.

H: Well it’s gotta be two way, because they react together, you’re not just doing something to one, if you’re rubbing they’re both being rubbed they’re both having the same thing happening to them so I would think it’s gotta go two ways. Because like when you rub something, like when we were rubbing the plastic stirrer with the
cellophane, both the materials got hot when we did that. So it wasn’t just that one thing wasn’t being affected. It was both being affected.

For Heidie, both objects being affected meant that both objects had to be doing something active, like transferring charge to the other object or giving off charge to the atmosphere. It may be that Heidie was conceiving of one-way transfer as the process by which one object “actively” gives charge and the other “passively” receives charge. If so, Heidie was only able to reconcile this source/receiver model with her understanding in the case of wool, where according to her observations, all things were not equal—the wool did not get charged in the interaction. Heidie was not yet consciously aware of the concept of the charged condition as an excess of charge. Therefore, the idea that one object was the source and the other was the receiver worked in the case of the wool. It was not simply a change of “context” that elicited a different explanation for Heidie. The change in context did elicit a different explanation but for good reason. The change in context for Heidie, entailed a different set of outcomes and therefore required a different set of conditions and a different explanation. Heidie was beginning to show conscious consideration of the implications of the one-way transfer model. She showed awareness of the idea that if the wool had lost too many of one type of charge, it would become charged. This concept of the charged condition as an excess of charge is an idea that she had previously been unable to express, articulate or represent.

**Bringing together models and evidence**

Heidie continued to use an atmosphere model, a two-way transfer model, and a hybrid model until 2-Nov., the second to the last day of the unit. Furthermore, she was aware that she was undecided between different models. Near the end of an hour-long interview on 30-Oct., after Heidie had used the three models several times, the interviewer asked Heidie how she was viewing the process of charging two insulators by rubbing. Again, Heidie expressed that she was not sure whether charges were transferred or going out to the atmosphere, however she provided observational evidence that could support a transfer model. She told the interviewer,

I: I just wanted to know if in one instance you feel as though they’re going to each other, and in another instance you feel as though they’re going to the atmosphere, or if in all instances, you’re not exactly sure whether they go to the atmosphere or to each other.

H: Well in all of them, I’m not sure.

I: Okay.

H: But I guess you could create a pretty, I don’t know maybe not pretty, but maybe a semi-convincing argument that they go to each other. In the case of the cellophane and the wool.

I: Why?

H: Because we observed that the cellophane and the wool can rub the same object and create a different effect. So, if they’re creating a different effect and the only change is this one right here, it has to be, and they’re giving it off to the atmosphere, I guess you could say that it’s the material you’re rubbing it against, in opposing, I don’t know how I want to say that. Um, humm.

I: They’re both pretty explanatory right? They both actually explain what’s happening, it seems like.
H: I mean it can’t be a coincidence that the cellophane changes the charge on the straw when it rubs it and the wool changes it the opposite way that the cellophane does. Like that can’t be an arbitrary coincidence.

In the excerpt above, Heidie was referring to a previous experiment where a plastic straw was rubbed with wool and was found to repel another wool-rubbed straw. Then, when an identical plastic straw was rubbed with cellophane, it was found to attract a wool-rubbed straw. This was an activity the groups had done over a week before and Mark had mentioned this evidence in his initial attempts to support his one-way transfer model during the consensus discussion on 26-Oct. In addition, these experimental results were typed into the Class Consensus Idea by the teacher. Until now, Heidie had not paid attention to these results and the implications of this experiment. She was aware of the experiment, she had participated in the experiment, and she had written about the results of the experiment. She had even completed a homework assignment (turned in on 26-Oct.) that asked her to draw her model for each situation (wool-rubbed plastic and cellophane-rubbed plastic). In this homework, she depicted both plastic objects as positively charged after rubbing. Until the interview on 30-Oct., she had not connected the actual results of the experiment with the implications of her own (or any other) model. She had not realized that the implications of her atmosphere model (that objects were predestined to retain a certain charge) were contradicted by the experimental results.

Adoption of the scientific concept of the charged condition as excess

The data suggest that it was not until small group Activity III-D1 on 2-Nov. that Heidie became consciously aware of the concept of the charged condition as an excess of charge. During a discussion with her group, Heidie articulated the idea that a charged object might consists of an imbalance of positive and negative charges rather than consisting entirely of one type of charge. This was mediated by investigations involving conductors and the computer simulator. The computer simulator used a simple coloring scheme to represent the charged condition as a red or blue line of varied thickness depending upon the relative amount of charge on the surface of a conductor or insulator. When simulated insulators of different types are rubbed together, a red line appears on the surface of one insulator and a blue line appears on the surface of the other. The more the objects are rubbed together, the thicker the red and blue lines get. When a “blue charged” insulator is rubbed against a neutral conductor, a blue line appears on the surface of the conductor and the blue line on the insulator gets thinner. A blue-charged simulated insulator with a polarized conductor is shown in fig. 5.

The computer simulator was introduced on 19-Oct., but up until 2-Nov. all computer simulator experiments involved only insulators. As such, all charged objects were depicted with either a solid red line or a solid blue line of varied thickness depending upon how many times the simulated insulator was rubbed. In activity III-D1, which students started on 28-Oct. and finished on 2-Nov., conductors were introduced for the first time in both laboratory and simulator experiments. Heidie was absent on 28-Oct., the date on which the group began working on the activity. The purpose of the activity was for groups to construct an explanation of charge polarization within a conductor. In this activity students conducted laboratory experiments with charged insulators and a conducting “soda-can electroscope” [43].

A soda-can electroscope is an aluminum soda can with aluminum foil strips taped to the back end of the soda can, as shown in fig. 5c. In the laboratory part of the experiment, students observed that the conducting strips stuck out away from the soda can when a charged insulator
was brought near the front end of the soda can. The computer simulator has a dual representation. It represents laboratory results similar to those observed using apparatus but it overlays a red and blue coloring scheme that represents a simple, macroscopic model of charge within conductors and simulators. Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show the simulated soda-can electroscope with the coloring scheme. In fig. 5a, a simulated blue-charged insulator is far away from the simulated soda can electroscope, the simulated aluminum strip is hanging down. There are no red or blue lines shown on the electroscope. In fig. 5b, the simulated blue-charged insulator is brought near but not touching the simulated electroscope and the aluminum strips are now sticking out away from the electroscope. A blue line appears on the end of the simulated electroscope farthest from the blue-charged insulator and the simulated aluminum strips are also colored blue. A red line appears on the end of the electroscope closest to the blue-charged insulator. The thickness of the blue line on the surface of the insulator has not changed. Neither the computer simulator nor the activity documents provide any information about what the red and blue actually represent.

Figure 5. (a) a simulated soda can electroscope with a blue-charged insulator far away, (b) a simulated, blue-charged straw is brought near a soda can electroscope, (c) corresponding laboratory experiment.

In the class discussion that preceded this activity the teacher tried to clarify student questions about whether the red lines in the simulator represented positive charge or negative charge. The teacher responded that, for the remainder of the unit, the class should consider the blue line to represent an excess of negative charge and the red line to represent an excess of positive charge. This was not the first time he had used the word excess. In fact, he used it during the elicitation discussion over two weeks earlier. It also appeared in the Consensus Ideas document that was handed out at the end of cycle II. Heidie did not pay attention to the term “excess charge” until she saw the simulator image described above. When the MJH group began the computer-based activity, Heidie began to question the meaning of the simulator image that appeared on the computer screen. She asked whether the red and blue colors represented total charge or excess charge and whether the process of charge polarization also applied to insulators. An excerpt from this discussion is given below.

28:18:20    Heidie So on these, wait go back up for just a minute. So from what he was saying when we were sitting in the other room, this only has a net charged but it's not solely negative, it's um, because the blue is negative right?
28:35:15      Jenny    Right.
28:36:18      Heidie    so there are red in there it’s just is so small of an amount that um,
that um it's not represented anyway because it doesn't matter anyway cause it doesn't shift it either way.

28:47:28 Jenny I think it's kind of like, like this, where you know where all of one charge is going towards the other.

28:53:24 Heidie So it's not that something is created or given off given off it's that one thing moves, to the, it's one charge or the other moves depending upon what you're rubbing it with?

29:02:28 Jenny Right.

29:04:01 Heidie Oh, okay. Is that right? Yes?

29:09:26 Mark Well, are you guys explaining this or what?

29:12:12 Heidie No, I was asking according to what he was saying in class that, that these, when it shows oh, either blue or red charge it's not that's all negative or all positive, it's just that the positives from the, from the material, either the insulator or conductor, whatever, it's just that all the charges have moved to that surface? So nothing is really given off to the atmosphere or transferred?

29:37:25 Mark It's just a net negative or net positive.

At times 28:18:20 and 29:12:12, Heidie was consciously considering the idea that the charged condition might have to do with an excess of one type of charge rather than with only one type of charge in the object. Heidie did not invent the concept of excess charge. It was a term that was mentioned by the teacher in answer to an entirely different question. In order to make meaning of the term, “excess charge” Heidie had to associate it with the abstracted notion of charged condition. As was the case with other scientific concepts discussed in this analysis, Heidie had to transform the words into meanings. The red and blue coloring scheme together with the simulator image presented on the computer screen mediated this process. This was another case of concept formation mediated by a visualization tool. In this case it was the computer screen and simulator image.

Heidie was also questioning the validity of both the atmosphere model and the transfer model at times 28:53:24 and 29:12:12. The ensuing discussion took the form of peer instruction, where Mark carefully described the process of transferring charge between two insulators by rubbing. He began by explaining that the idea of rearrangement of charges within an object is applicable to conductors not insulators (a process he and Jenny had worked out the previous class period). He went on to explain his one-way transfer model of charging two insulators by rubbing. It was the same model he had explained a week before, but this time he used laboratory apparatus as explanatory tools, he involved Heidie in the explanation by asking for her explanations, and he used anthropomorphisms.

29:44:04 Mark But like in an insulator though, like an insulator like this, like it's not taking charges from over here to over here, because we know that insulators you can't move it through it, you know what I mean?

29:57:18 Heidie It just goes ov-

29:58:30 Mark It's just on this outside, cause there's all kinds of little whatevers right here, and it's just when you rub these guys together, right,
In the transcript above, Heidie and Mark’s interaction was very different than it was a week and a half earlier. On 26-Oct. Heidie was frustrated and unable to understand Mark’s explanation of the one-way transfer model. Heidie has experienced conceptual development since then. She has become aware of various abstract features of her own model and made personal meaning of some of the abstract features of the transfer models. Additionally, the new concept of excess of charge had been recognized as relevant by Heidie. We have reached the zone of proximal development for Heidie. Heidie is for the first time consciously considering all of the concepts involved in her atmosphere model and all of the concepts involved in the one-way transfer model (see below) and she is now ready to put them all together.

**Pulling it all together with a model of the atom**

The group went on to discuss charge polarization, and Mark noticed that Heidie was explaining the process with both negative and positive charge being mobile. At this point Mark explained the electron orbit model of the atom to justify his claim that only the negative charges moved. Evidence that Heidie had at least a fragile understanding of electron orbit model of the atom at this time can be found in her statement, “It’s like an onion, it’s easier to peel the edges than it is to get to the middle.” In her daily journal at the end of the class that day, Heidie wrote:
Today we experimented on the computer with the transfer of charges between conductors and insulators. We found that when two cans are put end to end, the charges are able to flow freely between the two. In the activities, I seem to have resolved my questions as to the ideas of two-way vs. one-way transfer and whether or not charges are “shared”/transferred between insulators/conductors or given off to the atmosphere (2-Nov.).

Interview data from 4-Nov. indicate that Heidie was now struggling only with the idea of one-way versus two-way transfer and was no longer considering the atmosphere model. When asked what happened when acrylic and foam were rubbed together, Heidie described a two-way transfer model. Her diagrams on 4-Nov. were very similar to the diagrams she constructed during the interview on 30-Oct., where there were no charges depicted in the objects during or after two-way transfer (fig. 5). The interviewer asked her to explain her diagrams and Heidie became very frustrated, throwing her pencil down. A two-way transfer model made more sense to her but she understood the electron orbit model of the atom (this is evidenced in the transcript below). Mark’s introduction of the model of the atom, and Heidie’s understanding of it, brought a new requirement to the situation. A sensible model for charging insulators by rubbing must be consistent with this other scientific information (the atomic model). Up until now, Heidie had little or no other relevant canonical information that she understood. Her model needed only to be consistent with laboratory observations. Heidie began to align the atomic model with a model for charging insulators by rubbing during an interview on 4-Nov.:

I: Um, okay, so um there’s one way, one of the problems you started having over here in (the pictures just constructed) was that um, that you thought something might need to be transferred.
H: Yea.
I: Why?
H: Because with what we were doing today with the holding the (simulated) acrylic, the rubbed acrylic up to the (soda) can, we didn’t touch the can and that explained the movement within the can, within the surface of the can. But when we touched it, that was the actual transfer (describing the simulated blue-charged insulator touching a simulated neutral aluminum soda can. The blue line on the insulator got thinner and a blue line appeared on the soda can).
H: …on the surfaces I mean, cause we just said that insulators, it’s not the movement in, it’s the movement on the surface being rubbed…So if we’re gonna go with this (atomic) model, where everything starts off where it’s made up of the atom that’s got the proton in the middle and then each outer ring is an electron and it’s easier to break off the electrons than it is to actually move a positive, so we’re gonna go with the one-way transfer idea. Then you have to be able to explain how this idea of the movement of only the negatives gels with the whole rubbing thing. So that’s what threw me off, is I was not understanding what I was, how I was gonna fit that in. But the only way it does fit in is if, when you rub them together, it’s the, because you know that acrylic retains the positive charge so the um, Styrofoam, it must be because of the Styrofoam pulling, it must be breaking the bond between the positives and the negatives in the acrylic. Therefore explaining, I guess the one-way transfer between
how the acrylic can retain a net positive and the Styrofoam a net negative making them attract to each other. Does that make sense?

There are two points to be made from the transcript above. First, in Heidie’s second comment, she refers to a simulator experiment which strongly suggested transfer. This is the first piece of visual evidence that she had that promoted the concept of transfer. Second, Heidie is struggling to bring known scientific knowledge (the electron orbit model of the atom) into alignment with a sensible model for charging insulators by rubbing them together. She had already accepted the possibility of two-way transfer and this was driven in part by early discussions within the whole class, accumulating evidence that the atmosphere model was ineffective in explaining all of the observations made in the class, and now the transfer idea was promoted by the computer simulator.

Heidie continued to use a one-way transfer model throughout the remainder of the unit. This is evidenced in a final assessment called a learning commentary, where students were asked to explain how they came to understand one or more of the class ideas. An excerpt from Heidie’s learning commentary is given below.

My finished model builds on the concept that like-charged objects repel from each other and oppositely charged objects attract. This attraction or repulsion is due to the one-way transfer of negative charges during the rubbing process in which the negative charges from one object are transferred to another object, leaving one with a lack of negative charges or net positive charge and the other with an excess of negative charges or net negative charge. Knowing that all objects, before rubbing, begin with an equal amount of positive and negative charges (neutral), my model assumes that after rubbing these same objects are all searching for a way to get back to their original state of neutrality. Attraction and repulsion occur between objects because each is seeking to acquire the opposite charge that it needs, while repelling the ones that it does not need. Transfer of charges happens only when two objects come into direct contact with one another. These objects, depending on their make up, can be either conductors or insulators. Conductors transfer charges within itself (from the front of an object to the back of an object) and insulators absorb charges into itself (16-Nov.).

Analysis

During the last few segments of the analysis, we have seen Heidie gain access to two different scientific concepts: the charged condition as an excess of charge and the electron orbit model of the atom. These very concepts were articulated by Mark on 26-Oct., a week an a half prior to this. At that time, these concepts were available, but not accessible, to Heidie. On 12-Oct., these scientific concepts were introduced for the first time to Heidie and the top-down concept formation had not yet taken place. In addition, the bottom-up development of Heidie’s spontaneous model was just beginning. In the small group discussion on 2-Nov. and the interview on 4-Nov., Heidie’s spontaneous concepts and the scientific concepts had grown together. Heidie had made meaning of the terms that were introduced on 12-Oct. and this meaning was mostly mediated through her stable atmosphere model. Similarly, Heidie had abstracted the elements of her atmosphere model and had begun to consciously consider and articulate the implications of each of these concepts. This awareness was brought about in Heidie’s attempts to use the scientific ideas of transfer, electrons, etc. So just as the atmosphere
model mediated the meaning making of the scientific terms, attempts to use the scientific concepts mediated the awareness and evaluation of Heidie’s own model.

Vygotsky uses the example of learning a foreign language to illustrate how spontaneous and scientific concepts mediate one another as described above. When one learns a foreign language, maturity in one’s native language allows one to associate the new language with terms in the native language. In learning the new language deliberately and consciously (in contrast to the unconscious learning of the native language), the learner becomes aware of the abstract structure of his own native language and is able to develop further in his native language. This is what happened to Heidie. The use of concepts that she did not yet understand yielded a better understanding of her own model. This was the same model that allowed her to use these concepts in the first place. I would argue that Heidie began to have a “conceptual understanding” of the one-way transfer process when her awareness of the abstract-able, articulate-able features of her spontaneous concepts coincided with the meaning she had formed for the terms and symbols used in the one-way transfer model.

4. Summary and Discussion

The data and analyses presented in section 3 illustrate the process of conceptual change. Heidie initially developed the spontaneous concepts that: (a) charged object contains only positive or only negative charges, (b) releases all of one type of charge to the atmosphere for each material, and (c) the material is predestined to give off a certain type of charge and retain the other. Although Heidie did not understand the one-way transfer model when it was first presented to her, the whiteboard representation of the model served as a visualization tool that mediated the evaluation of the implications of her own model (that the object became charged on all surfaces).

Social motivation led Heidie to try to understand one and two-way transfer models. In doing so, Heidie began to use them even when she did not understand them. According to Vygotskian theory, the “analysis of reality with the help of concepts precedes analysis of the concepts themselves” ([30] p. 141). This was evident in two ways. First, in her diagrams that showed two-way transfer, she did not depict the charged condition. Several times in interviews she stated that she was not sure what was happening within the objects. Second, she applied the one-way transfer model only to a single situation that involved a special set of circumstances. Because Heidie thought that the wool did not get charged during rubbing, she figured that it was okay to use an “unbalanced” model (such as a one-way transfer model) to account for the source-receiver effect. In addition, Heidie’s hybrid model was clearly an interpretation of the one-way transfer model through the lens of the atmosphere model. This is also evidence of concept mediation occurring between the spontaneous and scientific concepts.

The hybrid model is an excellent example of the process by which spontaneous concepts (forming from bottom-up) and scientific concepts (forming from top-down) come together. The fact that Heidie was trying to use a scientific model that she did not understand, coupled with the fact that she fully understood, and was able to use, her atmosphere model is evidence that scientific concepts and spontaneous concepts have different roots. It was not until Heidie was exposed to the idea that a charged condition can result from an excess of charge that she began to actually evaluate critical concepts within all of the models.
The simulator mediated the formation of the transfer models in two ways. First, it provided an image on which Heidie’s conceptual functioning “piggy-backed” to transform the words used by the teacher into the concept of excess charge. The red and blue coloring scheme gave no evidence of excess. It was general enough to elicit multiple interpretations. All of the pictures Heidie drew previously showed charged conditions as consisting of entirely negative or positive charges. In Heidie’s diagrams, the charged condition meant the existence of only one type of charge throughout the entire object. This was depicted with plus or minus symbols and it is consistent with her plus and minus condition model that she had in the beginning of the unit (see fig. 1). Her own images actually impeded the development of the concept of excess as charged conditions because they provided no room for interpretation. The red and blue coloring scheme offered a whole range of possibilities. Second, when Heidie observed the process of charging a conductor by contact on the simulator, she observed that the blue line on the insulator got thinner while a blue line appeared on the conductor. This provided evidence and a simple explanation for transfer: something moves from one object to the other. It showed that after the transfer took place, there was more of something on one object and less of that thing on the other. This may have helped Heidie transform the vague terminology of “transfer” (which she had previously only associated with arrow symbols in her drawings) to the idea of something going from one thing to another thing, leaving the original object with less of that thing.

By the time Heidie was able to consider the electron orbit model of the atom she had already developed a shared language for talking about transfer, charge, insulators, conductors and excess. This shared language was necessary for Heidie to make sense of the atomic model, which she finally did during her discussion with Mark on 2-Nov.. It was not until an interview on 4-Nov. that Heidie first used the one-way transfer model successfully. During this interview, Heidie showed clear understanding of the atomic model, the concept of transfer, the concept of excess charge and the implications that each had on the others. Through the bottom-up development of the atmosphere model and the simultaneous top-down development of the one-way transfer model, Heidie developed conceptual understanding of the process and products of charging insulators by rubbing them together.

An important feature of the Vygotskian perspective is the concept of mediation. This is a mechanism by which decisions are made and cognitive actions are transformed and carried out. There were two types of mediation in the analysis presented in this paper. First, there was mediation of one concept by another. Heidie used her own understanding of the world to transform the words used by the scientific community into meaning. Second, there was mediation by cultural artifacts such as the red and blue coloring scheme, laboratory apparatus, and shared representations on the whiteboard. Heidie “piggy-backed” on these physical features of the environment to transform a vaguely articulated atmosphere model into an abstract entity subject to scrutiny. When students develop school knowledge these two things have to happen. First, the intuitive concepts that exist in the unarticulated world of the individual need to be brought to the fore and students must become objectively aware of them and use them as the subject of evaluation. Students must learn to step back from their own vaguely formed concepts and evaluate these concepts that are not yet fully articulated in their minds. Further articulation of the concept occurs through the very process of stepping back and evaluating it. Some refer to this process as bootstrapping. This is a good metaphor but it does not have as much explanatory power as Vygotsky’s theory of concept formation through mediation.

Second, students must develop a meaningful understanding of the terms used in textbooks, the symbols used by the community, and the way in which such symbols are used.
They must connect what is being presented in the class to their own stable understanding of the world. This happens through application and re-application of concepts and terms that the student does not yet understand. It is in applying these concepts that students come to understand them. Again we can use the bootstrapping metaphor, but Vygotsky’s theory explains it through the process of concept mediation and the notion that spontaneous and scientific concepts develop independently, are dependent on each other, and ultimately grow together. For a student, the application and re-application of the scientific concept must happen through the students’ own resources. It should come as no surprise that students often fail to apply the same scientific concept to isomorphic problems. They have yet to fully develop that concept. They are developing it. Educators should understand that when students are applying terms and symbols used in the discipline they are developing the associated concepts. The last 30 years of research in “misconceptions” is evidence of this. These misconceptions have been recognized as partially schooled knowledge and partially intuitive knowledge.

So what does “construct their own knowledge” mean? According to the theory and research outlined in this paper, it means mediation. If the teacher wants students to “construct their own knowledge” he must provide assistance in bringing spontaneous knowledge to the fore through mediating artifacts that leave some room for interpretation. These mediating artifacts should have some foundation in the culture, practices and canonical knowledge of the discipline. In science, we have traditionally done this in the laboratory where students are to make observations and inferences. As we saw with Heidie, this is not enough to mediate the development of the appropriate models because in many cases, spontaneous models work fine for the macroscopic observations we are able to make in the lab. The computer becomes an increasingly powerful tool for providing representations, serving as a shared space for discussion, and allowing students to try out ideas. Vygotsky’s perspective can help us understand how to use this tool—as a mediating artifact.

With the Vygotskian perspective, we can evaluate both how spontaneous concepts developed through interaction with the classroom content and evidence and how scientific concepts developed through the mediation of spontaneous concepts. The idea that spontaneous and scientific concepts do not develop from the same “root” is extremely useful for understanding the contextual dependence of student representations and their hybrid representations. In order for students to fully understand and be able to use a scientific concept she must be not only intelligible, plausible, and fruitful but the student must understand how and when to apply the concept. The knowledge of how and when to apply a scientific concept is associated with norms and practices within the scientific community, such as in what counts as evidence, criteria for determining the explanatory power of a model, that an acceptable model must be consistent with sanctioned knowledge within the field etc. Knowledge of science content and knowledge about science content are two different but closely related elements that comprise scientific understanding. When Vygotsky refers to the formation of scientific concepts he includes the appropriation of the norms and practices that exist within the scientific community, this is part of what he means by higher mental processes having their origins in social processes.

Norms and practices within the scientific community are only marginally related to a student’s everyday experience and in many ways, must develop in a top-down way (which in this theory means that it must be mediated by the intuitive knowledge of the individual). In the case study presented in this paper, we saw Heidie appropriate the practice by which an explanatory model must be consistent with all available evidence when she became increasingly uncomfortable with the fact that the atmosphere model could not explain the results of the
cellophane/wool experiment. We also saw her appropriate the norm that an explanatory model must be consistent with accepted scientific knowledge when she began to require that her model for charging insulators by rubbing be aligned with the electron orbit model of the atom. In addition, Heidie’s motivation for understanding the concept of transfer in the first place came from social, not empirical forces. The process of appropriating the norms and practices of the scientific community also occurs through mediation. To understand this process one must look at the broader social and cultural milieu. To understand how Heidie appropriated the norms described above, we must look more closely at her interactions with others, her interactions with tools, and her interactions with others and with tools. We must look at the broader socio-cultural cognitive system. This is the subject of the companion paper, *Cognitive processes and the learning of physics: Mediated Action* (this volume).
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